In today's scenario File Server using reliable connection oriented protocol like TCP are well active, but majorly they are task specific like for chat server, document file server, image server, audio file server or Video Server etc. If they all are present together the server might be using other file transfer protocol and application is not transparent. To promote easy and transparent file transfer across network using Java Sockets, we introduce a Java TCP Server. The Server is multiclient multithreaded multi format supported Java Application. The requesting client validates the user request at its end and improves server performance; on other hand Server provide data only to authenticated client and refuses connection to others. The server is profiled for number of clients for mixed type of Input files like text, doc, pdf, jpeg, mp3, flv and mp4. The client server design is well implemented on 2, 4, and 8 systems in our laboratory and tested for heap memory usage, server usage time and bandwidth utilization; results are well satisfied and become platform for this paper.
INTRODUCTION
All development in the field of network technology is used to promote fast and easy data transfer at low cost. There has been tremendous and continuous development in this direction. The network speed and capacity of workstation, made personal computers more powerful and efficient than supercomputers of only 10 years ago [3] . The development of the network technology promotes the information management and the application mode of the enterprise to develop in two directions. First, the traditional Client Server architecture to the structure mode of the web system that based on the multi-layer. Second, the network environment transfers from the concentrated processing environment to distributed environment [1] .
Data file requirement is very necessary in today's environment, and if this environment is small like 5 to 50 computers, then the major challenge is to manage such file transfer at low cost and less comp lexity. The Internet system could not be used due to lack of security of confidential data and threat of Intruder. The Open Source file transfer protocols are difficult to implement and hard to use. The establishment and management of such protocols is again a specialized task.
So, there is requirement of personal Client Server application, with capability to support majorly used file types like txt, doc, pdf, jp eg, mp3, mp4, flv etc, with specific security in personal environment, and answer is M M CFS (M ultiClient M ultiInstance centralized File Server) using TCP protocol in Java Sockets.
RELATED WORK
Programmers find difficult to use socket programming when achieving functionality within the realm of distributed systems [1, 4, 5 ] . As a result, many turn to RM I (Remote M ethod Invocation) of Sun M icrosystems or CORBA (Common Object Requests Broker Architecture) of OM G (Object M anagement Group), for distributed system. RM I, one of the core Java APIs since version 1.1., is a way that Java programmers can write object-oriented programs in which objects on different computers can interact with each other. A client can call a remote object in a server, and the server can also be a client of other remote objects. CORBA is well suited for Distributed system working on different platforms with varying specifications and environment. But the implementation of RM I and CORBA are very complex and costly for small applications, and if there is requirement of only single server, then Java Socket is better choice for easy implementation [1, 5, 9] . A P2P network is a network of computers or nodes where there is a concept of equality that is anyone could act like a client if required a data and the one who serves act like a server, it is different from traditional client/server architecture where only dedicated system could act like a server and requesting computers would acts like client to it. If one of the client have the data required by other client, in any case it could not serve him, this become a major drawback in traditional client/server architecture. Since all the nodes are equal in a P2P network, there is no requirement of dedicated server, as each node can act like both client/server and free to add or leave the network any time, without disturbing others peers. The P2P network architecture is mainly grouped into two categories: centralized systems (Napster, BitTorrent etc.) and decentralized systems (Gnutella, FreeNet etc.) [6] . It is found that P2P file sharing accounts for much more traffic than any other application on the Internet.
Design and Implementation of MMCFS
A simple client/server architecture, with single server connected to multiple clients by default 50. Figure 1 The client is provided with the functionality of authenticating client request at its end, by checking the connecting server Ipaddress at specified port. The requesting client is shown in figure 3 . The client is dynamically connected to default server, if required Ipaddress and port are not correct or does not exist. There is an additional functionality of requesting the file efficiently, by categorizing the request. This categorization is much more efficient for video files and support multiple video formats, as shown in figure4. Java code at client side for requesting files of multiple formats like txt, doc, pdf, jpeg, and mp3 etc. is as 
Performance Evaluation
The implemented server is tested on Systems with Intel(R) Pentium Processor(R) D CPU 2.80 GHz 2.79 GHz, 1.25 GB Ram, Windows 7 (32 bit) Operating System. The server contains a dedicated folder to respond to all client requests, the file contained in a folder composed of various extensions and sizes, as stated in table 1.
The clients have access to only dedicated folder, hence provide a security; also clients have permission only to copy a file. Figure 5 , 6, and 7. 
S erver Connected to 8 Clients
The figure 11, 12 and 13 shows network bandwidth utilization for file transfer present at server which is mentioned in Table 1 .
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Conclusion and Future Work
This article puts forward a kind of M ultiClient M ultiInstance Centralized Java Server, design and implemented for limited number of users. The client/server system proposed is effectively deployed in our laboratory, with a dedicated server and 0 to 50 clients at a time connecting to it. The system supports a large variety of files with varying sizes and tested for heap memory utilization which does not increase 4M in any case and maximum bandwidth utilization of 7.7M for defined input files at server. The transfer is implemented for authenticated users in personal network, hence secured. The work is going on to make server lighter by distributing server job with clients connecting with it and also with peer servers.
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